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Clearing the Clutter
The Psychology of Place Inside and Out
Shirley Vanderbilt
What's cluttering your life? Is it the stuff
in the corner of the bedroom, or the
stuff in the corner of your mind? What
are you tolerating that keeps you from
expressing your true self? Authors Bruce
and Lou Stewart say that clutter--both
in our environment and our mind--is
stagnating, blocking the free-flow of
energy, or chi, in our homes and lives.
Whether we're detouring around a box
in the living room or repeating a
negative pattern in our head, it's time to
clear the path.

bring balance between the inner and
outer sanctums by clarifying our core,
or essential self, and allowing our
environment to reflect and support our
core values.

In their new book, "Your Way
Home--The Psychology of Place Inside
and Out," the Stewarts present a unique
approach
to
clutter-clearing
by
combining Lou's expertise in feng shui

"It really is a cycle," Lou says. "The
environment and our core are
reflections of one another. When we
know our core, it's much easier to

Making the Connection

When the Stewarts first blended their
feng shui and NLP skills together in
workshop presentations, they noticed it
was easier for people to clear their
environment when they were connected
to their core.

"The artist is
nothing
without the
gift, but the gift
is nothing
without work."
-Emile Zola
Office Hours and Contact
Lucy Dean, LMT, NMT
469-231-2911
lucy.dean@verizon.net
www.massagebylucy.com
Please call for an appointment.
Hours & prices may vary by location.

Clearing space--inside and out--can help us get in touch with our core selves.
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with Bruce's mastery of neurolinguistic
programming (NLP). While feng shui
has to do with external placement and
structure, NLP is a psychological
approach that addresses our internal
structure of mind, body, emotion, and
spirit. With feng shui, we can free
energy flow by rearranging the room;
with NLP tools, we can do the same
thing with our mind. The goal is to

Clearing the Clutter
Prevent the Afternoon Slump
Shea Butter

understand our environment." But it's a
chicken and egg thing, actually. Either
one can work as a start.
Also a bodyworker, Lou says, "What feng
shui and NLP do for the body's
environment is so similar to what a
massage will do for the body, flushing
Continued on page 2
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the system of blockages. When I go
through a person's home or office, what
I'm doing is very similar to when I first
put my hands on a client." In the
process of combing through to find
blockages in the environment, she will
ask the client about particular objects.
"Nine out of 10 times it is incongruent
with who they want to be right now.
They've gotten numb to it, and it sticks
out just like a knot in a muscle. The
energy is different."
NLP recognizes that each of us has
developed our own individual style of
communicating
and
processing
information which results in the
patterning in our brain and the ways in
which we express ourselves through
language
and
body
movement.
Sometimes our set patterns do not
support who we are at our essential core,
but we can change that. Through the
core work of NLP exercises, Bruce says,
you can discover what you truly identify
with and have a better understanding of
yourself. At that point, you may find
that your goals for your life have
changed. It's this clarity of sense of self
that is essential to creating an
environment
that
supports
and
nourishes who you are and what you
value in life.

consider how it fits with your core, your
essential self. Does it support who you
are at this moment, or is it a reflection
of something in the past you're ready to
release? Is the item pleasing to your
senses? What fits with your individual
way of experiencing the world?
"If you're particularly visual and like arts
and crafts, you feel more comfortable
with that around," Bruce says.
"Someone who is very kinesthetic may
not care how it looks but will want the
chair to be comfortable."
Once the path is cleared, you can use the
principles of feng shui to further
enhance harmony and positive flow in
your life. But the process involves more
than hanging a mirror or installing a
water fountain. As with NLP, it has to
do with our core self and our intention.
"Where attention goes, the energy flows.
That's what it boils down to," Lou says.

"As we focus our intentions, then our
conscious and subconscious mind can
connect, and when they connect with
our body and our emotions and our
spiritual core, then the intention is
strengthened significantly." Think of it
as a vinyl record with no grooves.
"There's no music," she adds. "What
our intentions do is they create that
pathway on the record. So then we have
the choice: Are we going to make it a
smooth groove or a bumpy groove?
Intention is our tool."
Bodywork is the perfect complement for
this process, helping to center, ground,
and clear the body and mind. Clearing
the clutter helps you excavate your true
self and the person you want to become.
For more information on clearing the
clutter, contact Lou and Bruce Stewart
at info@louandbruce.com or visit their
website at www.louandbruce.com.

You don't have to be trained in feng
shui or have a personal consultant to
implement the concepts of this ancient
art, nor is an NLP practitioner required
to help you find your core. Throughout
their book, the Stewarts offer practical
exercises for applying the principles of
NLP and feng shui to begin the clearing
process. "In feng shui, when the chi of
an environment is balanced, it allows the
movement of the occupant to be well
supported, just like when circulation is
pumping well and is unclogged," Lou
says. "With NLP, it's the same thing -running through patterns in the mind,
flushing out old phobias and patterns
that are either negative or destructive."

Ready to Start?

If you're ready to start clearing out the
clutter, there are some simple ways to
begin. The Stewarts define clutter as
"anything you no longer use, love, or
need." So if you don't use it, but still
love it, keep it. Keep your target areas
small, and limit the time you spend at
the task to avoid feeling overwhelmed.
And as you examine your "stuff,"
Using feng shui in your home can facilitate a tranquil environment and a calm mind.

Prevent the Afternoon Slump
Some Tips for P.M. Energy
Jerry V. Teplitz
If you're like most people, you've
experienced the afternoon slump. You
know the feeling -- it's only 2 p.m., yet
you feel drained. Fortunately, you can
employ methods to reduce the slump's
frequency and shorten its duration.
Drink water.
Your body uses water even if you're not
exercising. If you wait until you feel
thirsty, you're already dehydrated. Keep
a water bottle handy all day.
Avoid sugar and simple carbohydrates.
While a mid-afternoon candy bar may
give you a quick rush, it actually worsens
the slump. Instead, choose protein-rich
foods and complex carbs.
Eat small meals.
Have six small meals over the course of
the day instead of three large ones. Big
meals cause the digestive process to
divert blood from your brain to use in
the digestive track.
Evaluate your lighting.
Most offices are lit with cool, white

fluorescent tubes, which have a terrible
effect on how people feel and function
at work. A better option is
full-spectrum, fluorescent tubes.
Take time for walks.
Walking gets your blood circulating,
helps you breathe better, and stimulates
your brain due to the increased blood
flow. Take a 5- or 10-minute walk
during the day.
Meditate.
Meditation is great for rejuvenating your
body. By meditating for 15 to 20
minutes twice a day, you're keeping your
body continually energized and rested.
Take time to breathe and stretch.
Deep breathing exercises give you an
energy boost. Also, stand up and stretch
to increase blood flow and stimulate the
lymphatic system.

Avoid the drain office settings can bring on.

Handle negativity.
Negative people and images can have a
draining effect on your energy. Make a
conscious effort to stay positive.

Shea Butter
For Your Complexion and More
Shelley Burns, N.D.
Shea butter comes from the nut of the
shea tree (pronounced shay) found in
the tropics of Africa, primarily West
Africa. It offers many benefits as a
topical moisturizer for skin and hair,
and improves other skin problems and
appearance.
As well as providing relief from minor
dermatological conditions like eczema,
lesser burns, and acne, shea butter can
be used as a natural sunscreen and for
stretch-mark
prevention
during
pregnancy. Other benefits include the
evening out of skin tone, reducing
blemishes, and restoring skin elasticity.
Shea butter easily penetrates the skin,
allowing skin to breathe without
clogging pores. It contains high

concentrations of linoleic acid, which
provide skin protection at a cellular
level, as well as vitamins A, E, and F,
which protect against premature
wrinkles. Vitamin F in shea butter also
soothes rough, dry, or chapped skin.
Healing though it may be, shea butter
undergoes a rigorous path in its journey
from overseas to the faces and bodies of
your clients. The fruit from the shea
tree is cultivated, cracked, grilled,
pounded, and boiled. The shea butter is
then scooped out of the nut and left to
cool.
Properties of shea butter include
unsaponifiables--substances that cannot
decompose into acids, salts, or alcohol.
For that reason, shea butter is extremely

absorbable, even more so than soybean
and avocado oils.
There are three types of shea butter
extraction and just two of the three end
products of these extractions should be
used. Unrefined shea butter in its pure
form is yellow. Refined shea butter is
processed but still contains many of its
natural components. Either is fine to
use. Highly refined shea butter may well
have lost its healing properties and can
include such solvents as hexane, which
may cause nerve damage. It is pure white
and should be avoided. Another note of
caution:
shea
butter
is
not
recommended for people with nut and
latex allergies, and some experts also
discourage its use by people with
chocolate allergies.

"Try to learn
something about
everything and
everything about
something."
-Thomas Henry Huxley
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Spring has sprung!
Hey - it's time to wake up from the winter hibernation! Which
usually involves a bit of soreness as we spring clean,
workout to wear summer clothes, garden & do yardwork,
begin playing sports, & are out & about getting active again.
This is a good thing. But, it often involves your muscles
rebelling & making you hurt in places you forgot. There IS a
solution... have some bodywork sessions to get the kinks
out & help stop the groans when you move. Include a body
tune-up in between all the activities of the season as your
survival tool. And remember to drink plenty of water. Bodies
dehydrate quickly & temperatures are near 100 already, so,
drink your water often. And carry it with you, especially if
you're outside in the Dallas heat. And remember to stretch
often, especially if you have fun things planned, or home
fix-it-up projects. These count as exercise, & can realllly
make you hurt. I know, I just lopped down some big weed
trees & now I hurt too! Heeheehee :-)
I look forward to helping you with the aches & pains, &
hearing about all the mischief you've gotten yourself into!
Smiles always,
Lucy :-)

